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1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to give an extension and a simplified proof of a 
result of Lomont and Mendelson [l] on operators in a Hilbert space. 
The result in essence is, that if two operators (not necessarily linear) on a 
Hilbert space (not necessarily separable) behave as if one is the adjoint of 
the other relative to the absolute value of the inner product, then except for a 
phase factor, they are linear and adjoint, or antilinear and adjoint to each other. 
In the case of a real Hilbert space there is only the linear case. In the com- 
plex case one can also get the antilinear situation. This is because the only 
automorphism of the real field is the identity, and there are two automor- 
phisms of the complex field which preserve absolute values, the identity and 
conjugation. 
Lomont and Mendelson [l] prove the theorem in the special case of one 
operator and get as a result the “unitarity-antiunitarity” theorem of Quantum 
Mechanics. The statement of the theorem is attributed to Wigner [2], and 
has importance in Quantum Mechanics. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We will assume in what follows that H is a real or complex Hilbert space 
with orthonormal basis (eA>. S and T : H -+ H are two bijective (one-one 
onto) operators on H, not necessarily linear. With some minor modifications 
one can assume S, T into and not necessarily one-one, but they must be 
defined everywhere. 
We will study operators which satisfy / (SX, Ty) / = 1 (x, y) 1, where (,) 
is the inner product on H, and the equality holds for all X, y E H. 
DEFINITION 1. If x = Z%zAeA , we define the operator K as follows. 
Kx = C CAeA, where the bar denotes conjugation. 
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K satisfies (I) K2 = I, (2) (Kx, Ky) = (y, x), and in the real case K r-2 I. 
From / (ZV, Ty) 1 = ( (x,y) / we have a function $(x,y) such that 
(a) (sx, TY) = @,Y) (x,Y) or (b) (sx, 0) = 1CI(x,r) (Y, ~1, where I # I = 1. 
Strictly speaking I/(X, y) is only defined for X, not orthogonal to y, but may 
be extended to such (x, y) by letting # = 1. 
Now (Sx, Ty) = #(x, y) (y, x) --_ $(x, y) (Kx, Ky). Let u = Kx, v  = Ky, 
then we get (SK-L, TK-lv) = #(u, V) (u, V) = (%, TV). So it is enough to 
consider Case (a). 
In H we have the equivalence x N y if x = Xy, ;\ a nonzero scalar. We form 
the projective space H 1 N of equivalence classes. In each nonzero element 
of H 1 N choose a representative unit vector. Although the choice is not 
unique, once made we keep it fixed. For each x E H we denote this choice 
by 44. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
The next theorem states that we may replace S, T by homogeneous opera- 
tors modulo phase factors. We follow [I] with some modifications. 
THEOREM 1. Let S, T : H + H be bijective maps of H which satisfy 
CL% TY) = t&, Y> (x, Y), all X,Y EH and I*1 =1 
Then there exists maps s, F which are bijective, and such that 
(1) SAX = hJ?x, FAX = h TX for all x E H and all scalar A; 
(2) (sx, $1 = #(x, Y) (x, y), I # I = 1, all X,Y E H. 
(3) Sx = &(x) Sx, TX = zJ2(x) TX, and 1 q& l,L2 j = 1. 
PROOF. For all x E H, x # 0 there is a unique scalar u such that x = cre(x). 
We define 
sx -- uSe(x) 
I 
if x#O 
0 x=0 
and similarly for T’. 3 and p have the desired properties. 
(1) ShO = SO = hS0 = 0. If x # 0 then 
SAX Sib e(x) = X0 Se(x) = ASx, 
and similarly for ii. 
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(2) If x or y = 0 then (3x, py) = 0 = (x, y). So we assume x, y # 0, 
and let x = pe(x), y = ue(y). Then 
(Sx, Ty) = (psefx), aTe(y)) = @(Se(x), Te(y)) 
f&W49 439) (44 e(y)) = dx, 39 (x, Y), 
v(x, Y) = tbw, e(r)). 
,!? is one-one. If 3x = sy = 0, then x = y = 0. So we assume 3x = sy # 0. 
Then x, y # 0. If x * y then e(x) + e(r). We see also that Se(x) + Se(y). 
For we have 2, , 2, E H such that (e(x), Zr) = (e(y), 2,) = 0, but 
(e(x), Z2> # 0, (e(y), 2,) # 0. Then (Se(x), TZ,) = (Se(y), TZ,) = 0, but 
(Se(x), TZ,) # 0, (Se(y), TZ,) f 0. 
Therefore Se(x) + Se(y). So 3x = pSe(x) * Sy = oSe(y), a contradiction. 
Therefore x = hy, but sx = hSj. So h = 1. Similarly for I’. 3 is onto. 
0 = SO, so assume y # 0. 
Let x = Ply, x f 0. For if x = 0, we have (Sx, w) = 0 for all w E H. So 
Sx = 0 = y. Then we have e(x) well defined. Form an orthogonal basis from 
e(x) and {el}. Then Se(x), {Ten) f orm an orthogonal basis. Now x 1 {eA} 
implies Sx 1 { TeA}. Therefore Sx = Me(x), h unique. Then we have 
y = Sx = hSe(x) = hSe(x) = Sx. 
PROOF OF (3). Assume x # 0. We have Sx = hSe(x) for some scalar. 
Now x = pe(x) and so 3x = p/kSx. So Sx = p)r(x) 3x. Similarly 
TX = vz(x) iix. 
Now 
6% TY) = Y~X> %,(Y) 6% TY> = ?+> q2ti> 94% Y> (XT Y>* 
I 6% TY) I = I 9~2 I I (x, Y) I = I (x, Y> I. 
so Iw2l = 1. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose 3, T: H -+ H are bijective maps of H such that 
(1) Sk = /\&9x, i% = hT x f  or all A. (2) (Sx, Ty) = q(x, y) (x, y) and 
I~l=l,f~~~lZ~,y~~.~~~~Il~~II~~C,Il~II,II~~I/~~~Il~II,~~,~~ 
constants not necessarily the same. 
PROOF. Let L,(x) = (x, 0) = dx, r> (S-lx, r>. I L(4 I < II x II II Ty IL 
so Ly is a continuous linear functional. We also have 
I h/(4 I < II slx II IIY II. 
Since T is homogeneous 
1 
L(x) = Tyl L,’ (4, Y’ = & * 
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So for each x / L,‘(x) 1 is bounded independently of y. Then by the Banach 
Steinhaus Theorem the L,’ are uniformly bounded. So we have 
I -Lg’(4 I < c II x II, 
C a constant. Let x = Ty’. We then have 
I L,‘(Ty’) I = II Ty’ iI2 < C II 5’ II, 
so 11 riy’ /I < C. Since F is homogeneous we get /I Ty // < C j/y /I. Similarly 
II 3% II G c I/ x II. 
LEMMA 2. If  {e%} is an orthonormal basis, then (SeA}, [{TeA}] forms a 
Schuuder basis, 3, T us in Lemma I. This is ;f  x E H, then x = z u,$?e, , the 
series is denumeruble, and converges in H to x. 
PROOF. Let E be the closed subspace of H spanned by (sen}. Suppose 
y E E+ the orthogonal complement of E. Then we have 
(Se%, y) = #(ea, T-ly) (en, T-3) = 0. 
So r-l, = 0, hence y = TO = 0. Hence E = H and the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 3. If x = %zieA E H, then f?x = %znsel, a similar statement 
holding for T. 
PROOF. We first consider the case where x = &zAen , the sum being finite. 
From Lemma 2, we have 3x = z&$‘e, . Now 
(Sx, Tea) = d&( e,4 , e.4) = #h , 4 ad . 
So & = a~ . From Lemma 1 we have that if z I uA I2 < co, z u,$ei. conver- 
ges. For 
S ($ u,,e,) = lim 2 u,Se, . 
1 
The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose 3, i; : H + H are bijective and homogeneous and 
(3x, i’y) = #(x, y) (x, y) whwe I 4 / = 1. Then 4 is constant. 
PROOF. Let x = %Aen, y = xbAen where {en> is an orthonormal basis. 
From Lemma 3 we have fix = >= eAseA, TX = 2 bATen . 
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Now (3xX, Ty) = E u~b~ , $(e~ , en) = $(x, y) E a,$,~ . Let #A = $(e~ , en). 
Hence ) Eu,&,& 1 = 1 Eu,&,J 1 for all sequences U~ , bA E I, (the Hilbert space 
of sequences). Hence all the #A are the same and so #(x, y) is a constant c, 
ICI ==l. 
Now let S,x = c112Sx, T,x = ~1~25r’~. Notice that S, , T1 are continuous 
bijective linear operators of H. Also (S,x, T,y) = (x, y), so SIT,* = I. We 
summarize all the conclusions in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose S and T : H --f H are bijective maps of H such that 
1 (Sx, Ty) / = 1 (x, y) 1 for all x, y E H. Then there exist two bijective continuous 
linear operators S, , T, : H -+ H and two scalar functions CJJ~ , & such that: 
1. (a) Sx = q+(x) S1x, TX = &(x) T,x (linear). 
(b) Sx = al(x) S,Kx, TX = &(x) T,Kx (ant&near). 
2. T,*S, = I (identity), T1* is the a4oint of T, . 
3. I 41 I = 1. 
4. We cannot have S, [T] linear and antilinear or S, [T] linear and T, 
[S] antilinear, module scalar factors. 
PROOF. The only thing we need to prove is (4). From 
I(SX,TY)I =l(x,y)I 
we can have only (Sx, Ty) = &(x, y) (x, y) or = &(x, y) (y, x). If we have 
both situations then S is both linear and antilinear, similarly for T. We follow 
[l] in showing this to be impossible. We then have S = v,S, = q+S2K, 
where S, is linear. Letting Q = S,-lS,K, we have Qx = w(x) x. If x, y are 
linearly independent 
Q(x+Y) =W(X+Y)X+W(X+Y)Y 
= 44 x + W(Y)Y 
Hence w(x) = w(y) = w(x + y). If x and y are linearly dependent, let 2 be 
independent of both. Then w(Z) = w(x) = w(y). So w is constant. So Q is a 
linear and antilinear operator, a contradiction. The theorem is now completely 
proven. 
With some modifications Theorem 2 can be extended to Banach spaces 
which have a Schauder basis. 
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